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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the certain multiple integral, which appears as the integral
representation of the Whittaker functions on semisimple Lie groups of real rank 2
([H]). We transform our multiple integral into the integral of a single variable, which
enables us to clarify the properties of the Whittaker functions such as the analyticity,
the behavior at infinity and so on.
2 Results and Proofs
Let F be a normed algebra over M of dimension d, namely a ^-dimensional algebra
over 1 with multiplicative unit 1, and equipped with a positive definite inner product
<, > whose associated norm || || satisfies
\\xy\\ = \\x\\ \\y\\ (i^g F). (1)
Then it is known that F is either E, C, HI or O, and correspondingly d is either 1, 2,
4 or 8. Here H is the quaternion algebra and O is the octanion algebra. We denote by
x the canonical conjugate of x e F. Define the polynomial functions P(x, yy z) on F3,
Q(y, z) on F2 and R{y) on F respectively by
rP(x, y, z) = l + lx\\2+\\42+\\x\\2\\y\\2-2 < yz, x >,
\Q{y,z) =l + W+|kfl2, (2)
[R(y) IMI2
Note that
P(x, y, z) = R(y)\\x-yzlR(y)f+Q(yi z)/R(y), Q(y, z) = R(y) + \\42 (3)
and hence P(x, y, z), Q(y, z) and R{y) are positive. Let f, v ^ F ~(0) and A, ji EC.
We consider the multiple integral
/(<?, V, /*, f) = £3 P(x, y, z)~*Q(y, z)~M exp (/ < £, x > +i < rjt y >)dx dy dz (4)
where dx means the euclidean measure on F canonically identified with Kd. Our aim
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Uy) = fw My, z) exp (i < y& z > lR{y))dz. (21)
Then we can write /(£, 77; A, fi) in the form
/(& m I m) = r(X)T(M) X R(yy{M+d/2)I*(y) exP (i < ?, y »dy. (22)
If we introduce the integral
Uy, s) = £ exp (-sQ(y, z)/R(y)) exp (i <y£,z> /R(y))dz (23)
where s is a positive constant, then in view of (19) and (21) we can write h(y) in the
form
Uy) = f" fo"exp(-tM2/my))Uy, tr1 + t2)t{i/2-At2Md*t1d*t2. (24)
Lemma 2. The value of the integral h(y, s) is given by
h{y,s) = (xR(y)s-yi2exp(-s)exp(-\\m\!/\\2/4sR(y)) (25)
and consequently one can write
x exp {-{trl + t2)}{trl + kYdl2t?l2-kt£d*txcrt2. (26)
Proof. Since exp (—sQ{y, z)/R{y)) = exp (—s) exp (—s\\z\\2/R(y)), the assertion
(25) is a direct consequence of (9). Furthermore since
and 1 + IMI2 = R(y), we can deduce (26) from (24) and (25) easily. //
Now put
ri = tfl + h, n = R(y)-ltit2.
Then we have
h = n\l+R{y)n), k = R{y)nn(l+R(y)r2Yl
and
d*hdxt2 = dxridxr2.
Consequently we can write I2(y) in the form
Uy) = itdl2R(yY+dl2 £° f" exp {- n-UIP(1+rs)/4n}
x (1 + R(y)r2yi2-x-"ri+''-dnudx ndx n. (27)
Consider the integral with respect to n in (27). Applying (12), we get
£° exp {- n - U\\2a+rs)/4 n} r^"~ddx n
Therefore we have
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i2\p) — lk vii£ii/w K\y) j \±*K\y)V2)
X (1 + r2yk+ti-d)l2Kk+fi-dM\{l + r2)m) r2Mdx r2. (28)
Applying (28) into (22), we obtain
x fjK,+ll.d(\\i\\(l + r2)ll2)(l + nyx+''-d)'2rilK(r2)dxr2 (29)
where we put
K(r2) = fw (l + i?(y)r2)-(A+*-"2> exp (i < r,, y »dy.
Since l+R(y)r2 = (1 + r2) + r2|M|2, the integral K{n) is of the form (7), so by (13) we
have
K{n) =
Using this into (29), we finally obtain
( »■ X u) - r(X)r(tt)rti+ti-dl2)
X £° Ai^-dd^Kl + r2y2)K,+,-d(h\\(l + nl)w) rl*-i)l2d* r2.
We remark that the integral /(£, rj; A, v) where either | or tj = 0 can be computed in
a similar and slightly simple manner.
We summarize our results in the theorem.
Theorem. Let £, ? e F and A, ix e C. Define the integral I(£, v\ A, ft) by
, 7; /I, p) = £3 P{x, y, z)-AQ(y, zY" exp {i < |, x > + i < r), y >}dxdydz.
Then (i) if | * 0 and ? =*= 0,
x f~
(ii) if | = 0 and ? * 0,
7(0 vA u)~ 27r3d'2rM-d/2)r(A+u-d)
(iii) if ^ =?t 0 and 9 = 0,
<-d)
(iv) and finally if 5 = tj = 0,
r(a n- j ,a - *3rf/2rQ-d/2)r(/<-d/2)rti+u-d)
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